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**Background** Assessments of risk for pressure ulcers in critical care patients may not include important predictors.

**Objective** To construct risk-prediction models of hospital-acquired pressure ulcers in intensive care patients and compare the models’ predictive validities with validity of the Braden Scale.

**Methods** Data were collected retrospectively on patients admitted to intensive care from October 2011 through October 2013. Logistic regression and decision trees were used to construct the risk-prediction models. Predictive validity was measured by using sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and area under the curve.

**Results** With logistic regression analysis, 6 factors were significant independent predictors. With the decision tree, 4 types of high-risk populations were identified. Predictive validity of Braden Scale scores was lower than the validities of the logistic regression and the decision tree models.

**Conclusion** Risk for hospital-acquired pressure ulcers is overpredicted with the Braden Scale, with low specificity and low positive predictive value. (Critical Care Nurse. 2017;37[4]:e1-e11)

Pressure ulcers (PUs) are a global health problem with complex and multifactorial causes. Internationally, in the 20th century, PUs were considered a debilitating complication with high medical expenses.\(^1\) In 2008, the US Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services declared that the organization would not pay for the additional costs associated with stage III and stage IV hospital-acquired PUs (HAPUs).\(^2\) In critically ill patients, PUs are an additional comorbid threat. In fact, PUs are one of the most underrated medical problems in these patients. Despite the use of evidence-based prevention programs and advances in medical technology, the prevalence of PUs in hospitalized critically ill patients continues to increase. Patients in intensive care units (ICUs) are at high risk for PUs because of characteristics such as sedation, altered consciousness, prolonged bed rest, treatment with mechanical ventilation, special medications, and unstable hemodynamic status.\(^3\) In research by various investigators,\(^4,7\) prevalence rates for PUs ranged from 13.1% in US ICUs with fewer than 100 beds\(^5\) to 45.5% in a study...
conducted in teaching hospitals in China, and the incidence of facility-acquired rates in ICUs ranged from 3.3% in a sample from 2 German hospitals to 53.4% in Chinese teaching hospitals.

The first step to preventing HAPUs is determining the risk factors and identifying populations of patients at high risk. Many risk factors have been identified, but consensus is lacking on the most important risk factors for HAPUs in critically ill patients. Traditionally, risk assessment scales for PUs have been used to predict level of risk and to screen for patients at high risk. However, no risk assessment scale exclusively for PUs in ICU patients exists. Currently, in the United States the most widely used risk assessment scale is the Braden Scale, which has 6 subscales: sensory perception, moisture, activity, mobility, friction and shear, and nutrition. The total score on the Braden Scale ranges from 6 to 23, and lower scores indicate higher risk. In ICUs, all patients are bedridden, have diminished levels of sensory perception, and are totally dependent on caregivers for both repositioning and transfers, resulting in total scores of 9 to 12, which are significantly lower than the critical score of 18.

The Braden Scale has high sensitivity, but low specificity for determining the risk for PUs in ICU patients. This inaccuracy leads to an overestimation of the incidence of PUs. Consequently, the specificity of the Braden Scale for ICU patients needs to be markedly improved.

In addition to the factors assessed by using the Braden Scale, many other factors are associated with the development of PUs in critically ill patients. In order to quantify the risk for PUs more precisely in critically ill patients, a prediction model should be developed that includes specific risk factors in critical care. Reynolds recommended that a risk assessment scale be combined with some biochemical indexes (eg, serum level of albumin) to improve the ability to predict PUs in ICU patients. However, in recent studies, traditional statistical methods, such as univariate analysis and logistic regression analysis, have been used to analyze the data. In these prediction models, the main effects of the independent variables were considered, but interactions and collinearity were not addressed. The results were not always intuitive and were difficult to apply to clinical applications.

A decision tree is a data mining algorithm that uses artificial intelligence and semiautomated processing of data to analytically discover the association of variables with outcomes. The model is a nonparametric statistical method and can be used to quickly and effectively mine the main factors that affect diseases. The basic principle is to classify the data recursively by using a series of rules, and the core technology is the growing and pruning of the tree. Decision trees can lead to a simple, clear, and intuitive tree structure to show the meaningful classification of prediction variables, eliminate the impact of collinearity between variables, and exploit the interaction between the independent variables. In addition, the tree model can be used to generate some rules to guide clinical decision making.

In this study, our aim was to understand the prevalence, location, and stage of HAPUs in ICU patients. The objective was to explore and evaluate the feasibility and accuracy of applying decision-tree methods and logistic regression to predict the risk of HAPUs in ICU patients. Finally, we compared the predictive validity of the 2 risk-prediction models with that of the Braden Scale. We wished to provide a theoretical basis for the prevention of PUs in clinical practice and the rational allocation of nurses.

**Methods**

A retrospective design and cluster sampling were used to focus on the predictive value of the total Braden Scale score and other factors in determining the risk for PUs in critically ill patients.

**Selection Criteria**

Data were obtained from the hospital information system of a 3A-grade hospital in Guangzhou, China. All
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adult patients admitted to the medical intensive care unit (MICU) and coronary care unit (CCU) during the period October 2011 through October 2013 who met the selection criteria were included in the sample. We collected the patients’ information from electronic medical files and nursing records. Patients were included in the sample if they were 18 years or older, had an ICU length of stay of 24 hours or greater, had no PUs at the time of ICU admission, and had any subsequent PUs that met the 2009 definition and staging of PUs of the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel.17 Patients were excluded if they had skin disease such as systemic lupus erythematosus or psoriasis or had burns or other skin damage.

Independent Variables

We developed 2 data forms to collect the data. Form 1 was used to understand the occurrence of HAPUs and to gather demographic data. Time of occurrence, number, location, and stage of each HAPU were recorded as indicated by the 2009 staging system of the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel.17 Form 2 was developed by reviewing studies on the risk factors and prediction of HAPUs in ICU patients and was evaluated twice by using a Likert scale among 5 clinical nurse specialists. Each entry was screened on the basis of the content validity index; ultimately all index values should be between 0.8 and 1.0. Form 2 included the following study variables: age,9,18,19 ICU length of stay,20 temperature,18,21 systolic blood pressure,18 diastolic blood pressure,18 mean arterial pressure,18 oxygen saturation by pulse oximetry,19 hemoglobin level,22 serum level of albumin,22 results of arterial blood gas analysis (pH, PaO₂, PaCO₂),23 use of mechanical ventilation,22 diabetes mellitus,20 infection,20,25 score on the Braden Scale,26 scores on the Braden subscales,26 smoking,21,27 edema,9 and fecal incontinence.28 Temperature, blood pressures, and oxygen saturation were measured and the mean values were determined during the first 24 hours of admission.20 For hemoglobin level, albumin level, pH, PaO₂, PaCO₂, scores on the Braden Scale and subscales, the initial values after ICU admission were recorded.12,30

Because of the study’s retrospective design, most data were collected from electronic medical records. Scores on the Braden Scale were determined by ICU nurses measured patients’ temperature every 4 hours after admission.

Outcome Variables

Outcome variables were based on the development of HAPUs in ICU patients; a value of 1 indicated a yes (developed), and 0 indicated a no (did not develop). HAPUs were staged according to the classification system as follows: 1, stage I; 2, stage II; 3, stage III; 4, stage IV; 5, unstageable; and 6, suspected deep tissue injury.

Statistical Analysis

SPSS, version 20.0 for Windows, software (SPSS Inc) was used for data analysis. Descriptive statistics included the frequency distribution of study variables and demographic data. Stepwise logistic regression analysis and decision-tree analysis were used to construct the risk-prediction models.

The principle of a decision tree is to use information theory to find the fields with the most information in the database, establish a node of the tree, and then establish a branch of the tree depending on the value of the field. Then, this process is repeated to establish the lower nodes and branches of the tree in each branch subset to finally obtain a complete decision tree. The structure is similar to that of an inverted tree composed of a trunk and many branches. A decision tree consists of classification trees and regression trees. Regression trees are applied to numerical dependent variables, whereas classification trees are applied to categorical dependent variables. The principle of a decision tree model is similar to variation decomposition in analysis of variance. The basic purpose of the tree is to divide the study population into several relatively homogenous subpopulations on the basis of certain characteristics (the values of the independent variables) in which the values of the dependent variables inside each subpopulation are highly consistent (homogenous) and the values of dependent variables among different subpopulations have large differences. All of the algorithms for decision tree models follow this basic principle. In this study, we used the classification and regression tree algorithm to construct the decision tree model.
In addition, we used a 10-fold crossvalidation method to create the decision tree. The dataset was split into 10 equal subsets of data (folds). A training dataset representing 9 folds was used to create the model, which was then tested on the tenth fold. This procedure was repeated until each of the folds had been used as a testing set, and the mean of the results of the 10 iterations was determined. The goal was to create a parsimonious decision tree with the highest accuracy.

We used 6 measurements to compare the predictive validity between the 2 risk prediction models (logistic regression model and decision tree model) and scores on the Braden Scale. The 6 measurements were sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, the Youden index (sensitivity + specificity - 1), and the area under the curve on the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Results
Description of the Sample
Of the 529 patients admitted to the ICUs during the study period, 468 met the inclusion criteria and were included in the sample: 253 from the MICU and 215 from the CCU. The patients’ ages ranged from 19 to 93 years (mean, 58; SD, 17). The ICU length of stay was 1 to 98 days (mean, 12; SD, 14). The most common diseases requiring admission to the ICU were circulatory system diseases (47.6%) and respiratory diseases (27.4%). The basic characteristics of the study sample are summarized in Table 1.

Occurrence of HAPUs
As shown in Table 2, HAPUs developed in 94 of the 468 patients (20.1%) in the sample; the ulcers were stage II or greater in 43 patients (9.2%). The prevalence was 32.8% in the MICU (13.8% when stage I ulcers were excluded) and 5.1% in the CCU (3.7% when stage I ulcers were excluded). A total of 140 HAPUs developed; of these, 81 were stage I (57.9%), 58 were stage II (41.4%), and 1 was a suspected deep issue injury (0.7%). The top 3 locations were the sacrum (45.7%), heels (11.4%), and back (7.9%). In addition, HAPUs occurred in a number of nonapophysis sites, including the nostrils and auricles.

Descriptive Statistics of the Study Variables
Descriptive statistics of the numerical variables are summarized in Table 3. The differences between patients with and without HAPUs in age, ICU length of stay, diastolic blood pressure, mean blood pressure, hemoglobin level, albumin level, PaCO\textsubscript{2}, total Braden score, and scores on the mobility and nutrition Braden subscales were significant (all $P < .05$). The mean Braden scores were 11.30 (SD, 1.37) for patients in whom HAPUs developed (when stage I ulcers are excluded), and 13.47 (SD, 1.80) in patients who remained ulcer-free. Of the 94 patients in whom HAPUs developed, 6 were classified as at risk (6%), 35 as at moderate risk (37%), 47 as at high risk (50%), and 6 as at very high risk (6%) (Figure 1). Descriptive statistics of the categorical variables are
summarized in Table 4. The 2 groups of patients differed significantly for mechanical ventilation and fecal incontinence ($P < .01$).

### Logistic Regression Analysis

Independent variables significant at $P < .05$ in patients with HAPUs compared with patients without HAPUs were included in the logistic regression analysis. The independent variables were recoded and classified on the basis of the reference value in the clinical practice, excluding age, ICU length of stay, and scores on the Braden Scale and subscales, which were recorded by the measured value directly. The variable values in the normal range were considered the referent level when 3 or more were in the group (Table 5). The following risk factors were significant predictors of HAPUs in ICU patients: age, ICU length of stay, diastolic blood pressure, albumin level, total Braden score, use of mechanical ventilation, and fecal incontinence (Table 6).
Decision Tree Results

Independent variables significant at $P<.05$ in patients with HAPUs compared with patients without HAPUs were used to create prediction models via decision tree analyses. Figure 2 shows the results of the decision trees. Decision trees are like upside down trees with the roots on the top and the leaves on the bottom. The lines are links that point to another node that is the terminal node, the end point for development or no development of a HAPU. The link from one node to the next is important in classifications because the links represent the order of decision; traversing the various branches of the tree, one can construe rules in the development of HAPUs (when stage I ulcers are excluded).

The 7 classification rules in the risk of HAPUs (when stage I ulcers are excluded) extracted by using decision tree models are summarized in Table 7. Four types of high-risk populations were identified. One rule that can be inferred from this tree is as follows: if a patient is more than 81 years old, then the risk for HAPUs is 90.9%. The second high-risk population can be represented by the following rule: if a patient is more than 71 years old, not more than 81 years old, and if the total Braden score is not more than 12, then the risk for HAPUs is 87.5%. The rule for the third high-risk population is as follows: if a patient is not more than 71 years old and if the total Braden score is not more than 12 and if the patient’s diastolic blood pressure is not more than 60 mm Hg, then the risk for HAPUs is 63.6%. The rule for the fourth high-risk population is the following: if a patient is not more than 71 years old, and if the total Braden score is not more than 12, and if the patient’s
The results comparing the predictive validity between the 2 risk prediction models and the Braden Scale are summarized in Table 8. In this study, the best cutoff score of the Braden Scale was 12. The areas under the curve of logistic regression and decision tree models were significantly greater than the area for the Braden Scale.

Discussion

One purpose of this study was to describe the occurrence of HAPUs in ICUs. According to our results, prevalence of HAPUs in ICU patients was 20.1% overall (9.2% when stage I ulcers were excluded), significantly higher than the rate of 0.6% in the general units in 12 hospitals in China. However, this prevalence was less than the medium level in a previous study. The high prevalence of HAPUs in ICUs may be associated with patients’ severe illness and limits in activity. In our study, HAPUs in ICUs were mainly stages I and II, similar to findings in a study by Suriadi et al. ICU patients receive 1-on-1 care, and HAPUs can be detected and treated in a timely manner. In our study, the most common anatomical locations of HAPUs in ICU patients were the sacrum, the heel, and the back, in that order; these findings were consistent with those of Cox. Burak and Grap found that raising
Figure 2 Decision tree for development or no development of hospital-acquired pressure ulcers (HAPUs).
the head of the bed 30° or more to prevent ventilator-associated pneumonia in patients treated with mechanical ventilation resulted in greater pressure on the sacrum and heel. These patients tend to slide down from the Trendelenburg position used for mechanical ventilation and turn over and move frequently, changes that increase the risk for exposure of the back to the forces of friction and shear.33

In our study, stepwise logistic regression analysis indicated that the following factors were significant independent predictors of HAPUs in ICU patients: diastolic blood pressure, albumin levels, use of mechanical ventilation, fecal incontinence, and the total score on the Braden Scale.

We found that HAPUs were more likely in patients with lower diastolic blood pressure. This finding is consistent with the results of a previous study.21 In our study, mean diastolic pressure was 66.67 mm Hg in patients in whom HAPUs developed and 70.84 mm Hg in patients who remained free of HAPUs. In our study, an albumin level less than 36 g/L was an independent predictor of HAPUs. According to a review24 on the relationship between PUs and nutrition, 7 of 13 studies indicated a statistically significant association. A systematic review and meta-analysis32 provided stronger evidence, indicating that albumin level was a significant predictor of PUs.

In our study, use of mechanical ventilation was a significant predictor of HAPUs, a finding consistent with the results of a study by Pender and Frazier.19 In our sample, the prevalence of HAPUs was 17.3% (27 of 156 patients) in patients treated with mechanical ventilation and 6.1% (16 of 261) in patients not treated with mechanical ventilation. Our results indicate that development of HAPUs was more likely in patients with fecal incontinence than in patients without fecal incontinence. This finding is consistent with the findings of a study by Shahin et al.36 In our study, the incidence in patients with fecal incontinence was 57.9% (11 of 19), significantly higher than the incidence of 8.0% (32 of 398 patients) for patients without fecal incontinence.

We found that the total score on the Braden Scale was a significant predictor of HAPUs, consistent with findings of Cox.12 In our sample, 79.7% of patients (370 of 464) were classified as at risk for HAPUs (total score on the Braden Scale ≤18) but remained ulcer-free (Figure 1). When the Braden Scale was used, the risk for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Classification rules extracted by using the decision tree model (n = 417) a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Classification rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviation: DBP, diastolic blood pressure.

a Stage 1 ulcers are excluded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8</th>
<th>Comparison of predictive validity between the 2 risk prediction models and the Braden Scale a for prediction of HAPUs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>SEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braden Scale</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: AUC, area under the curve on the receiver operating characteristic curve; HAPU, hospital-acquired pressure ulcer; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; SEN, sensitivity; SPE, specificity.
HAPUs was overpredicted, as indicated by the low specificity and low positive predictive value. An analysis of ICU patients revealed that virtually all had a total score of 18 or less on the Braden Scale, but the majority did not experience a HAPU. Overprediction of HAPUs is often criticized as a limitation shared by all validated HAPU risk assessment instruments. Because of this overprediction, drawing any important conclusions about the capability of the score in predicting HAPUs in ICU patients is difficult. Use of the Braden Scale either led to successful identification of patients at risk, subsequently mobilizing clinicians to implement appropriate strategies to prevent HAPUs and thus averting the occurrence of HAPUs, or led to the implementation of potentially unnecessary strategies to prevent HAPUs, resulting in excessive health care costs and potential inefficient use of caregivers’ time. Specific care requirements for patients at mild and moderate risk would be minimal, but greater preventive measures would be required for patients at high risk. The result should be more intensive care for patients at higher risk and less care for those at lower risk, thus conserving resources. Searching for additional risk factors is valid to refine preventive measures.

Because of the characteristics of decision trees, such as high accuracy in classification, the extraction rules can be quantified and are easy to understand; thus, decision tree analysis can be applied in clinical and preventive medicine. In our study, 7 classification rules of the risk for HAPUs were extracted by using the decision tree model, and 4 high-risk populations were identified by using the HAPU risk prediction model. A total of 4 variables were entered in the final model: age, fecal incontinence, total score on the Braden Scale, and diastolic blood pressure. These findings are consistent with previous results of logistic regression analysis. Generally, the focus in logistic regression tends to be on the independent effect of the variables, and this method is more suitable for research on risk factors. However, the focus of decision tree analysis is the predictive effect of the overall model. Clinical nurses and enterostomal therapists can establish a screening strategy or path for assessing the risk for HAPUs by using the decision tree model (Figure 2). The 1-level factor assessed is age; if a patient is more than 81 years old, then he or she is at high risk (90.9%) for HAPUs (when stage I ulcers are excluded). If a patient is more than 71 years old but is 81 years or younger, then a 2-level factor is considered, such as total score on the Braden Scale; if the total Braden score 12 or less, then the patient is at high risk (87.5%). If a patient is 71 years or younger and the total Braden score is 12 or less, then a 3-level factor should be considered, such as diastolic blood pressure. The ultimate result is that nurses’ and enterostomal therapists use different intervention strategies according to the risk for HAPUs.

In our study, on the basis of the Youden index, the optimal cutoff score on the Braden Scale for prediction of HAPUs in ICU patients was 12. The area under the curve on the receiver operating curve, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 0.793, 0.744, 0.786, 0.286, and 0.964, respectively. When scores on the Braden Scale were combined with other predictive factors, the area under the curve, specificity and positive predictive value of the logistic regression and decision tree risk-prediction models were significantly increased, to 0.913, 0.805, 0.769, and to 0.925, 0.822, 0.757, respectively. Generally, in our study, the 2 different risk-prediction models had similar predictive validity and were superior to the Braden Scale. Clearly, the results of the decision tree model are more intuitive and user-friendly for clinical nurses and enterostomal therapists.

**Limitations**

Our study has several limitations. Because of the retrospective design, HAPUs were staged and recorded in the health records by staff nurses who are educated annually on the assessment of PUs, and some bias may occur. Because the study was conducted at a single study site, the generalizability of the findings is diminished. In addition, the stability and generalizability of the findings would be improved with more samples. In clinical practice, staff should take preventive measures based on the intensity of the risk and note that not all patients are treated equally.

**Conclusions**

We found a low to medium incidence of HAPUs in ICU patients, higher than the incidence found in patients in general units. Most HAPUs were stages I and II, and the sacrum, heels, and back were the most common anatomical locations. Logistic regression analysis indicated the following factors were associated with the development of...
HAPUs in ICU patients (when stage I ulcers were excluded): age, ICU length of stay, diastolic blood pressure, albumin level, use of mechanical ventilation, fecal incontinence, and total score on the Braden Scale. According to the Youden index, the best cutoff score on the Braden Scale for prediction of HAPUs in ICU patients was 12. Using the HAPU decision tree model, we extracted 7 classification rules and identified 4 types of high-risk populations.

As one of the most commonly used risk assessment scales for PUs, the Braden Scale may not include important predictors in ICU patients. In our study, the comprehensive predictive validities of the 2 different risk-prediction models were better than the predictive validity of the Braden Scale. Development of prediction models including other specific predictors can help in estimating the risk for HAPUs in ICU patients and can be useful for making decisions on prevention of PUs in clinical practice. Furthermore, prediction models can provide a basis for creating guidelines about PU prevention.
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